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Walkease™
Starter Kit complete

small 10-pk 212 088 $149.00
medium 10-pk 212 089 $149.00
large 10-pk 212 094 $149.00
mixed sizes 10-pk 212 102 $149.00      

Blocks only
small 10-pk 212 097 $79.00
medium 10-pk 212 099 $79.00
large 10-pk 212 101 $79.00

Glue only
20ml each 211 648 $39.00

Walkease (say’walkies’) is the new hoof repair 
block from Shoof International Ltd. Invented 
and developed in-house by Mr Peter Griffiths, 
Shoof’s product development manager. Walkease 
has been created as an early-intervention hoof 
claw prosthetic. It is not intended to replace other 
conventional claw shoes currently on the market. 
The Walkease block is made from flexible EVA 
material, that is soothing for the cow to walk on. 
The greatest  advantage  of the Walkease is its speed 
and ease of application. The Starter Kit comprises 
10 Walkease blocks, a tube of special Walkease 
‘superglue’, a Surform hoof rasp (203 624) and 10 
pairs of latex gloves, all packed in a useful resealable 
plastic container. For further use extra 10-packs 
of blocks and extra glue are available. A practical 
‘first-purchase’ would be the ‘mixed sizes’ starter 
kit (212 102). This has blocks as follows: 3 x small, 
3 x medium and 4 x large. This will allow the user 
to determine the preferred block size for their own 
herd. 
Walkease blocks can be used either way up, so suit 
both left and right claws. The block should stay on 
from 7-14 days, which is generally long enough 
for the treated claw to have made a recovery. For 
more seriously affected claws that have had invasive 
treatment, we recommend use of our other listed 
claw and hoof shoes.
Walkease is covered by design and patent 
applications.

New

Procedure for use is:
1. Treat the damaged claw as required.
2.  Use the surform rasp to clean and level the healthy 

claw.
3.  Apply glue sparingly to both the hoof and the 

walkease block. (Max 2ml).
4.  Press the block onto the hoof for about 10 

seconds.
5.  Immediately release the leg for the cow to 

put weight on the Walkease. (This part is most 
important)

CATTLE SHOOF....

“Shoof” is a shoe-for-a-hoof. This product is used 
for the treatment of lameness in cattle. 
The Shoof is purposefully constructed in a very open 
manner. This allows the hoof to “breathe” which is 
essential for a fast recovery. The medication and 
bandage supplied with the Shoof are also essential 
for successful treatment.
The Shoof copper-sulphate medication is effective 
in curing and hardening the hoof-horn, even in 
the worst conditions. The special Shoof bandage 
supplied acts like a filter, keeping dirt out and the 
copper-sulphate in, even if the animal is walking 
in very  bad conditions (eg: dairy farm roads and 
yards, and muddy paddocks).
Cattle Shoof can be re-used many times with 
our Shoof Refill-Kit components. Non-standard 
bandage or medication may cause failure of Shoof. 
Each Cattle Shoof will last years of re-use.
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Refill-Kit 
complete each 207 429 $3.50    

The Cattle Shoof Refill-Kit contains the following:
1. Shoof copper-sulphate medication sachet
2. Shoof special conforming 10cm elastic bandage
3.  Shoof replacement tie-string
These items are essential for successful re-use of 
your Shoof. They are also very convenient and low-
cost. Non standard items can cause Cattle Shoof 
failure. 

Cattle-Shoof  
all models $27.50

Book “Cattle Lameness and Hoofcare”
      200 837      $95.95

Written by the well known UK hoofcare specialist 
Roger Blowey, this is a fully illustrated guide to 
the causes and prevention of cattle lameness. Also 
contains comprehensive details of hoof anatomy and 
trimming techniques. Colour photos. 208 pages.

Walkease™

Hoof Rasp Surform
complete 203 624 $13.50
repl’t blade 203 625 $6.95

The Surform hoof rasp uses the same blade and 
cutting action as the well-known Surform wood 
rasps. Blade is 40mm x 60mm, mounted in a plastic 
handle. Blade is simply pressed out to replace. 
A very useful tool for hoof repair work. Length 
18cm o.a.
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